spectral evolution
Leaf Clip for Vegetation Research

Remote sensing leaf clip works with all Spectral Evolution
field portable spectroradiometers or spectrometers
The Spectral Evolution remote sensing leaf clip features
a unique design that provides a streamlined and effective
approach for scanning vegetation—including leaves and
pine needles—while ensuring that the sample is not
harmed . The leaf clip design features a swivel head that
provides a built-in white reference that is disposable—
available in a ten pack of peel and stick replacements.
Just squeeze the trigger handle to open, close and take
your reference scan, then open and rotate the swivel
mount to provide a backdrop for reflectance leaf scans.
Insert your sample, close and use the external trigger to
take your measurement. Our DARWin SP Data Acquisition software (included with all our instruments) will
provide you access to your spectra as well as 19 vegetation indices.

Leaf clip features:
 Comfortable spring grip handle
 Light touch, tactile feel, pushbutton external trigger
 3mm spot size for precise focus on sample area
 Rugged, metal clad, field-swappable fiber optic cable
 Built-in reflectance standard
 Separate ILM-105 light source keeps heat away from
sample
Typical applications include:
 Ground truthing hyperspectral imaging
 Chlorophyll and moisture analysis to identify healthy
and stressed vegetation
 Forest canopy studies
 Plant species identification
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spectral evolution
ILM-105 Light Source

ILM-105 light source provides the illumination you
require to get the best scans from your leaf clip
The Spectral Evolution ILM-105 light source has been
completely re-designed and streamlined for field use. It
provides the illumination you require for accurate scans
of your vegetation samples using a Spectral Evolution
field spectroradiometer or spectrometer and our unique
leaf clip. It is securely attached to the instrument using a
quick attach and disconnect rail system and placed to
keep the heat from the light source away from your sample. There is a simple toggle switch for selecting low or
high intensity light settings. The ILM 105 is connected
to the leaf clip by a power cable and rugged metal-clad
fiber optic cable.

ILM-105 features:
 Rail mount to instrument for portability and convenience in field use
 Toggle between high and low light intensity settings
for your measurements
 Light source keeps heat away from the sample so
there’s no effect on your measurements
 Rugged cabling for field reliability
 5 watt tungsten halogen bulb for long life
Applications:
 Identify plant species
 Measure healthy and stressed vegetation
 Forest canopy research
 Crop health including photosynthesis efficiency
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